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Trailer Bridge tackles essential
change by moving to a paperless
operating environment

SCOTT RUSSELL
EXECUTIVE PROJECT
MANAGER, TRAILER BRIDGE
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C

hange—no matter how positive—can often be difficult to accept.
Some people see it as an assault on the tried and true. Even
businesses aren’t immune to this way of thinking. Employees
can become so ingrained in day-to-day processes that they’re
challenged by any attempts to alter their established workflows.
Trailer Bridge was determined not to be slowed by change after
deciding to use Real Vision Software’s Real Vision Imaging (RVI) and
PSIGEN Software’s PSIcapture to declutter its paper-heavy transaction
environment. Although it took only two weeks to install the solution, two
months passed before it went into production. This was in part due to
typical testing and adjustments.
But as Scott Russell, executive project manager, Trailer Bridge,
half-jokingly explains, “I told people, ‘You know what? I’m going to
walk around and pick up every folder at every desk and make you use
this new system.’ I don’t blame them for being apprehensive, but now
everyone sees the benefits to it, and they couldn’t be happier.”

Paper Avalanche
Based in Jacksonville, Florida, Trailer Bridge is an ocean carrier and
third-party logistics company serving the United States, Puerto Rico
and the Dominican Republic. It transports furniture, automobiles,
appliances, manufacturing materials, and other finished goods and
raw materials.
Of the seven cargo barges it operates, two are multidecked ships
that enable the company to use yard jockeys, or small tractors, to load
materials without the use of specialized gantry-type equipment. The other
barges are triple-box carriers that transport stackable, enclosed containers.
The company’s customer base primarily consists of commercial
businesses, although individuals requesting automobile transport, for
example, are also an important part of its operations.
According to Russell, “They can either call us, go
online to complete a shipment request form, send an
email or communicate via EDI for shipment tendering,
tracking and billing. Whatever the case, all of that gets
CUSTOMER: Trailer Bridge
funneled to our account management team, where it’s
HEADQUARTERS: Jacksonville, Florida
input into an ERP application running on our [IBM]
BUSINESS: Ocean carrier and third-party logistics
Power Systems* server.” (A second Power Systems
CHALLENGE: Dealing with routing, storage and retrieval
server is used for backup.)
of paperwork
Each booking comes with an enormous amount
of paperwork, with documents at the time of
SOLUTION: Using Real Vision Software’s Real Vision
Imaging and PSIGEN’s PSIcapture to electronically capture,
scheduling the freight move, followed by shipment
store and manage both physical and electronic documentation
pickups, transfers, vessel loading and delivery to the
final destination. Adding to this paper avalanche
HARDWARE: Two IBM Power Systems servers
are manifests with cargo details, weight tickets,
SOFTWARE: Real Vision Software’s Real Vision Imaging
receipts, hazardous material descriptions and
and PSIGEN Software’s PSIcapture
government documentation required for transporting
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The wall in Trailer Bridge’s recreation area is used to chart processes for several departments. Pictured from left: Charlie Sanchez, billing and
rating specialist; Ann Jones, documentation and billing supervisor; Chad Lee, RPG programmer; Scott Russell, executive project manager.

freight across borders. If that’s
not enough, this avalanche
continues once a delivery has
been completed—with proofs of
delivery and ongoing
customer communications.
Another significant challenge
was record retention. Documents
must be retained for seven
years, but on-site storage was
impractical. Because
Trailer Bridge had a limited
amount of space for the required
file cabinets, archived records
were boxed and sent to an off-site
storage facility; but because of
ongoing costs associated with
this service and related retrieval
delays, the archived records were
relocated and stored in trailers on
the company’s premises.

Integration
Simplification
As a result, Trailer Bridge began
pondering the possibility of
going paperless. This would help
streamline processes, enable the
company to work toward less
manual keying of information,
reduce the need for and expense
of storage, improve document
retrieval, and, ultimately, improve
its already well-respected
customer service.

“It was evident that this
project was going to have
a major impact on how we
ran our business. Because our
core business software runs
on a Power Systems server,
we prioritized finding an
image solution native to
that platform.”
—Scott Russell, executive project manager,
Trailer Bridge

It took several steps. The
first was finding a solution that
met several key requirements,
including incorporating nonpaper
types of documentation (e.g.,
emails, word-processed files,
spreadsheets and PDF files),
automating as much manual entry
as possible and implementing a
remote-capture system at the port
source location. The company
also wanted a solution with
automated workflow features
to establish rules to audit,
track and manage processes
more effectively.
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It also needed a solution that
was compatible with its backend systems. “It was evident
that this project was going to
have a major impact on how
we ran our business. Because
our core business software runs
on a Power Systems server, we
prioritized finding an image
solution native to that platform.
Not only would this minimize
our hardware expense, but it
would also greatly simplify
any integration with our own
applications,” Russell says.
Trailer Bridge evaluated several
vendor solutions, but it became
apparent that RVI best suited the
company’s requirements. For
example, it could handle scanned
documents and imported files. It
also offered the advanced workflow
features needed to automate
the company’s processes and could
integrate with many program
calls and exit points, enabling
Trailer Bridge to customize it.
Additionally, it was scalable,
had no user-based fees or addon modules, and was capable of
expanding to 65 unique systems.
To handle advanced recognition
features, Real Vision Software
provided a no-charge interface to
PSIcapture. The company tested

its worst-case optical character
recognition extraction samples
with PSIGEN’s forms recognition
capabilities and found the process
seamless. It was clear that the
combination of RVI and PSIcapture
could make Trailer Bridge’s
paperless office vision a reality.
“PSIcapture is the document
capture side; RVI is the storage
retrieval side,” Russell says.
“PSIcapture scans, separates
document types, identifies each
one, conducts data extraction
and migrates the files to the
Power Systems server. RVI then
monitors for the files, pulls the
data in and creates the actual
image archive, thereby making it
available to users.”
Additionally, RVI monitors
a set of folders not associated
with PSIcapture. This allows

electronic activity on the back end to be dropped
and archived without PSIcapture’s involvement.
Now, no matter the entry point of a document, it’s
much easier for end users to find information. Rather
than associating physical files with each job—and
all of the pitfalls that come with them—the company
can search online under any number of rules, such as
customer, voyage, invoice date or booking number,
and bring them up on screen.

Those documents can then be
emailed directly to the customer
or other external entity. Instead
of diving into a “paperlanche”
and wasting time when a
customer calls, the company has
quick access to the necessary
information and is able to meet
customers’ needs.
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